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“Samah: A Palestinian Force for Good” 
 

Hamas is an organization at the vanguard of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The group serves 

seemingly contradictory functions as both a militant and charitable organization, sponsoring 

suicide bombing as well as school construction. United States media focuses lopsidedly on 

Hamas’s militancy, emphasizing the group’s violence much more frequently than its charitable 

work. In my brochure, I take the opposite stance of the media: I solely represent the charitable 

aspect of Hamas. In doing so, I seek to convey the danger in assessing a group as significant as 

Hamas through a narrowly focused lens that is blind to the group’s altruism. I use the name 

“Samah,” a simple inversion of the word “Hamas,” with the hope of shocking the reader after 

discovering (in this key) that Samah is actually Hamas. Hopefully, the brochure will cause 

readers to become more open-minded to Hamas as a legitimate group that positively impacts 

thousands of people, not just a terrorist organization.  

 

The Key 

 

1. The title mirrors a motto of the United States Navy: A Global Force for Good. Consequently, 

I immediately make a subtle hint at the connection between Samah and militancy, a vital 

relationship that I purposefully avoid throughout the rest of the brochure. The motto may be 

seen at http://www.navy.com/about/gffg.html.  

2. This verse from the Quran comes from a selection of translations found at 

http://corpus.quran.com/translation.jsp?chapter=7&verse=42. The verse serves as an 

appropriate epigraph because it primes the reader for the deep connection in Samah between 

religion and charity work.  

3. This photograph comes from an article that focuses on Hamas’s militant role as an 

organization. Ironically, the article includes a picture of a Hamas supporter waiving a “peace-

sign,” which I use to portray Hamas as peaceful and charitable. The image may be found at 

http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4132952,00.html.  
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4. This image comes form an article discussing the controversy surrounding Hamas’s desire to 

restrict teaching of the Jewish Holocaust in school curriculum. The children in the picture 

attend a Hamas-controlled school; and though deprived of instruction in the Holocaust, the 

children receive an education because of Hamas’s philanthropy. The picture may be found at 

http://www.vosizneias.com/79248/2011/03/22/gaza-city-hamas-protests-un-plans-to-teach-

holocaust-in-gaza/.  

5. This list comes from a description of the Change and Reform Election Manifesto, which 

Hamas released to elucidate its goals as a party. The information may be found at 
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:F8qnY2wX2aMJ:globalsecuritystudies.com/Amber%2520HAMAS.pdf+a+change+and+reform+election+

manifesto+was+issued,+stating+the+positions+and+goals&hl=en&gl=us&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEESj3BJiqigtB0Eiq4d0xilegqh8nhgFiFQI1taAL64AFTX

O9d-

DzImS2EgU9CZr3yj6IrdtPN16_yHQOOZRADnDjwC8n_C3CeULMsmg2BPWvNVHY42BfxaKuGa5R_grifIgLIrTr&sig=AHIEtbRWc8HXhp5PB7Gy

BcijHipIEbazZg . 

6. This is an abbreviated excerpt from The New York Times, a reliable source that provides a 

personal anecdote of Hamas’s benevolence. I cite the quote because of the widespread 

recognition of the newspaper and the credibility it lends to the brochure. The article may be 

viewed at http://www.nytimes.com/2003/06/16/world/defining-hamas-roots-in-charity-and-

branches-of-violence.html?pagewanted=all&src=pm.  

7. This image comes from Gaza News TV. Since the picture depicts Hamas’s charitable work in 

action from a Palestinian perspective, I found it suitable for the brochure. The photograph 

may be found at http://gazatvnews.com/2011/08/hamas-delivers-free-meals-to-gazas-poor/.  

8. This image represents zakat, which obliges Muslims to give to those in need. As one of the 

five pillars of Islam, zakat is one of Islam’s central tenets. Like the epigraph, the pillar 

represents the connection between faith and charity in Hamas. The image may be found at 

http://blog.beliefnet.com/simplelife/2011/08/not-for-sale-feeding-the-poor.html.  

9. This is a photo of Khaled Mashaal, Hamas’s leading political spokesperson, flashing a 

victory sign after Israel’s 2005 withdrawal from the Gaza Strip. Like the photo on the cover 

of the brochure, I use the picture of Mashaal to further portray Hamas as a peaceful 

organization. The picture may be found at http://alarmingnews.com/2005/08/17/if-only-his-

fingers-meant-peace-and-not-victory/.  

10. These lines come directly from The Los Angeles Times, which may be viewed at 

http://articles.latimes.com/2006/mar/02/world/fg-charity2. This brief goal statement of 

Hamas’s charitable branch is an appropriate introduction to the main text of the brochure. 
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11. This passage comes from page 68 of Hamas: A Beginner’s Buide 2nd Edition by Cambridge 

professor and native Palestinian Khaled Hroub. An established expert on Hamas, Hroub 

provides trustworthy, factual information that is both concise and detailed enough to form the 

main text of the brochure. I have made only a few minor changes to Hroub’s passage to make 

it more consistent with the brochure’s writing style.  

12. This picture comes from a series of photographs detailing women in Gaza. The caption 

underneath the picture is copied almost verbatim from the source and demonstrates Hamas’s 

societal role in providing recreational opportunities for Palestinian women. The photo may be 

found at http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/inpictures/2011/07/201176105431799722.html.  

13. This image comes from the same source as no. 6 but depicts a family receiving Hamas’s 

charity.  

 

Reflection 

  

I admit, outside influences abound in the creation of my brochure on Samah. After reading 

the work of a previous student who had mixed magazine articles and pictures to convey a message 

about feminism, I knew that I, too, wanted to address a controversial issue using an unorthodox 

approach.  

Hamas fascinates me, and I hoped to incorporate a revelation I had while researching Hamas 

last semester into my piece. When I opened Microsoft Word to begin brainstorming, I noticed a 

brochure template; and I remember thinking, “What if I could try to ‘sell’ Hamas as a charity?” In 

addition to having a format, I now had a purpose: dispel ignorance to Hamas’s charity work.  

I wanted to surprise readers with my information on Hamas’s social agenda, so I employed 

the name “Samah” as the subject of the brochure. In order to highlight Hamas’s philanthropy, I 

eliminated all discussion of Hamas’s violence from my information. All of the details are factual and 

from credible sources; Hamas actually helps people! Initially, my readers were unsure of my purpose 

in describing Hamas so uncharacteristically (no discussion of suicide bombing, what!?); so in 

revising, I elucidated my goals, explained the irony of my piece, and made the brochure easier to 

read. After a friend read my revised work, he was shocked to learn that the brochure actually 

described a notorious terrorist organization.  
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In factually describing Hamas and eliciting a surprised reaction from a well-educated reader, 

I accomplished my goal of dispelling at least one person’s ignorance regarding Hamas. Presenting 

the group solely as a terrorist organization is dangerous as thousands of people depend on the 

Hamas’s charity work to maintain their quality of life; and absolutist rhetoric like what George W. 

Bush used in saying, “No nation can negotiate with terrorists,” obviates the possibility of augmenting 

the good that Hamas does in Palestine. I am glad to have created this brochure; and in doing so, I 

have expanded my own knowledge of Hamas as I hope to do for my readers.  
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